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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. We measured spatial and temporal 
contrast thresholds for 70 X- and 40 Y-cells 
in the lateral geniculate nucleus of cats 
raised with monocular eyelid closure. Of 
these cells, 52 X-cells and 30 Y-cells were 
located in the deprived laminae (i.e., the 
laminae of the lateral geniculate receiving 
input from the previously lid-sutured eye). 
The stimulus display employed to measure 
contrast thresholds was a vertically oriented 
counter-phased sine-wave grating (see Ref. 21). 

2. The spatial contrast sensitivity func- 
tions were measured at a temporal fre- 
quency of 2 cycles/s. These functions for 
deprived X-cells revealed a sensitivity loss 
to higher spatial frequencies. At lower 
spatial frequencies, these deprived X-cells 
exhibited normal sensitivity. The spatial 
resolution of deprived X-cells, which was 
the highest spatial frequency to which a cell 
responded at 0.6 contrast, was approxi- 
mately one-half of that measured for non- 
deprived X-cells at all retinal eccentricities; 
this included cells located in the monocular 
segment. The few deprived Y-cells that 
were studied in the binocular segment and 
all in the monocular segment exhibited 
normal spatial sensitivity. 

3. The temporal contrast sensitivity func- 
tions were measured with the spatial fre- 
quency at which each cell exhibited the 
lowest contrast threshold. The temporal 
contrast sensitivity functions for deprived 
X-cells revealed no effects of deprivation. 
Consequently, temporal resolution, which 

was the highest temporal frequency to 
which the cell responded at 0.6 contrast, 
was roughly equivalent for deprived and 
nondeprived X-cells at all retinal eccen- 
tricities. The few temporal functions meas- 
ured for deprived Y-cells were also within 
the range observed for nondeprived Y-cells. 

4. Receptive-field center sizes for de- 
prived X-cells were not different from those 
of nondeprived X-cells. This was true for 
estimates of center size based on hand plot- 
ting, as well as those based on area-response 
functions. The area-response functions in- 
dicated that the major receptive field prop- 
erty of X-cells that was altered by lid-suture 
deprivation was the sensitivity of the center 
to small stimuli. 

5. We conclude in monocularly sutured 
cats that the development of Y-cells is pri- 
marily governed by binocular competition, 
whereas the development of X-cells is 
mainly influenced by a mechanism that does 
not involve binocular competition. 

INTRODUCTION 

Two physiological effects are evident in 
the lateral geniculate nucleus of cats that 
have been raised with the lids of one eye su- 
tured closed. First, the proportion of re- 
cordable Y-cells relative to X-cells is ab- 
normally low in the deprived laminae of the 
nucleus (23, 25, 33), and second, the spatial 
acuity or resolution of X-cells in the de- 
prived laminae is reduced (20). We define 
spatial resolution as the highest spatial fre- 
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quency stimulus to which the cell responds 
(see preceding paper, Ref. 2 1). The pur- 
pose of this paper is to extend these ob- 
servations in several ways. 

First, we wished to determine if deprived 
X-cells have an abnormally low spatial 
resolution at all retinal eccentricities, in- 
cluding the monocular segment. l The reduc- 
tion of recordable Y-cells is confined to the 
binocular segment of deprived geniculate 
laminae. If deprivation has a similar effect 
on X-cell development, then the spatial 
resolution should be normal for X-cells in 
the deprived monocular segment of the 
lateral geniculate nucleus. Second, since lid 
suture nonselectively attenuates all spatial 
frequencies in the visual environment,2 it 
could be predicted that a cell deprived in 
such a manner during development would 
lose sensitivity to all spatial frequencies 
within its normal range. Currently, it is 
known that deprived X-cells have a reduced 
sensitivity to high spatial frequencies (20), 
but it is unknown whether sensitivity at low 
spatial frequencies is also impaired. Third, 
in the binocular segment of deprived lami- 
nae, Y-cells are rarely encountered with a 
microelectrode; however, visual responses 
can be measured for these cells (33). We 
wished to determine if these surviving Y- 
cells had normal spatial and temporal sen- 
sitivity. Likewise, we were interested in 
such sensitivity of Y-cells in the deprived 
monocular segment. 

To answer these questions, we measured 
contrast thresholds for sine-wave grating 
patterns of different spatial and temporal 
frequencies. We compared sensitivities 
measured in this way among deprived, non- 

l The binocular segment of the central visual path- 
ways (including striate cortex) is the portion whose 
neurons have receptive fields within the binocularly 
viewed portion of the cat’s visual field. The monocular 
segments contain neurons whose receptive fields are in 
the peripheral, monocularly viewed crescents of the 
visual field (see also Refs. 7, 33). 

2 It is assumed here that the eyelid is a diffuser and 
attenuates equally the contrast of all spatial fre- 
quencies. Informal observations suggested to us that 
the eyelid of the cat is a nearly perfect diffuser. For 
instance, we were unable to resolve through the eyelid 
of an adult cat a bright, 1oW spatial frequency, square- 
wave grating of nearly 100% contrast. Also, it is known 
that the eyelid of the cat reduces the overall luminance 
from 1 to 3 log units (26). 

deprived, and normal X- and Y-cells with 
receptive fields representing a number of 
retinal eccentricities. 

METHODS 

Twelve cats were born and reared in the 
laboratory. Each cat had the lids of one eye 
sutured at 5-8 days of age (i.e., before natural 
eye opening), and they were maintained in this 
fashion until the time of recording at 7-28 mo of 
age (mean age of 21 mo). The kittens were in- 
spected daily to ensure there were no openings 
in the lids, and the deprived eye was opened 
just prior to the terminal recording session. 
Physiological methods were identical to those 
described in the preceding paper (21). Also, see 
this paper (21) for descriptions of spatial and 
temporal contrast sensitivity functions, area- 
response functions, etc. 

RESULTS 

Response properties were determined for 
70 X-cells and 40 Y-cells from laminae A 
and Al. Their receptive fields were all 
within 25” of the horizontal zero parallel 
and ranged from area centralis to 85” ec- 
centric. Of these cells, 52 X- and 30 Y-cells 
were located in the deprived laminae. Com- 
plete spatial contrast sensitivity functions 
were determined for 42 deprived and 13 non- 
deprived X-cells and for 21 deprived and 7 
nondeprived Y-cells. Complete temporal 
contrast sensitivity functions were deter- 
mined for 39 deprived and 11 nondeprived 
X-cells and for 18 deprived and 7 nonde- 
prived Y-cells. No differences between de- 
prived cells located in laminae A and Al 
were found for any of the response proper- 
ties measured. Thus, data from these lami- 
nae were pooled (see, however, Ref. 11). 

Normal versus nondeprived X- and 
Y-cells 

There were no discernible and statisti- 
cally significant differences on these tests 
between X-cells in normally reared cats and 
X-cells located in the nondeprived laminae 
of the monocularly deprived cats; this was 
also true for Y-cells (2 1). Since these two 
cell groups were indistinguishable, we com- 
bined normal and nondeprived cells to in- 
crease the data base against which deprived 
X- and Y-cells could be compared. There- 
fore, in the remainder of this section, the 
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cells referred to as nondeprived include ob- 
servations from the nondeprived laminae of 
monocularly deprived cats and from both 
laminae of normal cats (normal data from 
Ref. 21). 

Spatial contrast sensitivity 

X-CELLS. The spatial contrast sensitivity 
functions of three typical deprived X-cells 
are shown in Fig. 1. Deprived X-cells, like 
nondeprived X-cells, exhibited an attenua- 
tion in sensitivity to low spatial frequencies. 
This was a clear trait of every deprived 
X-cell located in binocular segment. How- 
ever, not every X-cell in the monocular 
segment exhibited an attenuation in sen- 
sitivity to low spatial frequencies. This has 
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also been observed for normal X-cells lo- 
cated in the monocular segment (2 1). 

The effect of deprivation on X-cells was 
seen only at higher spatial frequencies as 
abnormally low sensitivity. At lower spatial 
frequencies, contrast sensitivity was not re- 
duced. Furthermore, the spatial frequency 
with the lowest contrast threshold (i.e., 
peak sensitivity) was located at a lower 
spatial frequency for deprived than for non- 
deprived X-cells (P < 0.01 on a Mann- 
Whitney U test). These results can be seen 
in Fig. ID, in which the average spatial 
contrast sensitivity functions are shown. 
These functions were averaged for 17 de- 
prived and for 11 nondeprived X-cells 
whose receptive fields were located within 
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FIG. 1. Spatial contrast sensitivity functions of deprived X-cells. A, B, C: spatial functions for three typical 
X-cells in deprived laminae. The number with each function indicates the receptive-field eccentricity from area 
centralis. D : average functions for 17 deprived and 11 nondeprived X-cells with receptive fields within 10” of the 
area centralis. Open circles denote the average sensitivities for the nondeprived X-cells; filled circles, for the 
deprived X-cells. 
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the central 10” of visual space. The dif- 
ference between deprived and nondeprived 
X-cells is further illustrated in Figs. 2 and 
3. In Fig. 2 (upper), the mean spatial resolu- 
tion (2 1 standard error) is plotted as a func- 
tion of retinal eccentricity for deprived and 
nondeprived X-cells. Figure 3 shows the de- 
prived and nondeprived X-cell distributions 
of spatial resolution, both for the entire 
population and for each eccentricity group. 
Although the spatial resolution of deprived 
and nondeprived X-cells declines with in- 
creasing retinal eccentricity, at each retinal 
eccentricity, deprived X-cells have a lower 
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FIG. 2. Mean spatial resolution of deprived and 
nondeprived X-cells plotted as a function of receptive- 
field eccentricity from area centralis. These were meas- 
ured using a sine-wave grating of 0.6 contrast, counter- 
phased at 2 cycles/s (see text for details). Bars in the 
upper part of the figure indicate + 1 standard error of 
the mean. Filled circles denote means for nondeprived 
X-cells; open circles, for deprived X-cells. The bottom 
part of the figure plots the percent reduction in spa- 
tial resolution as a function of retinal eccentricity. 
The number of cells in each group can be inferred 
from Fig. 3. 

FIG. 3. Cell frequency distributions of spatial 
resolution for deprived and nondeprived X-cells. The 
frequency distributions combining all observations are 
shown in the upper part of the figure. The frequency 
distributions for six retinal eccentricity groups are 
separately shown in the lower part of the figure. Open 
frequency histograms denote distributions for nonde- 
prived X-cells; crosshatched, for deprived X-cells. 

spatial resolution (P < 0.001 on a Mann- 
Whitney U test), and the proportion of this 
reduction is not strongly related to ec- 
centricity (Fig. 2, lower). In other words, X- 
cells in the monocular segment seem as af- 
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fected by lid suture as are those in the bin- 
ocular segment. 

Y-CELLS. The spatial contrast sensitivity 
functions of three typical deprived Y-cells 
are shown in Fig. 4. There seemed to be no 
effect of deprivation on spatial contrast sen- 
sitivity of deprived Y-cells, and neither de- 
prived nor nondeprived Y-cells exhibited re- 
duced sensitivity to lower spatial fre- 
quencies. This result is shown in Fig. 40, 
which depicts the average spatial contrast 
sensitivity functions for deprived and non- 
deprived Y-cells. These functions were 
averaged for four deprived and seven non- 
deprived Y-cells whose receptive fields 
were located within 20” of the area centralis. 
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This apparent normality of deprived Y- 
cells is further illustrated in Fig. 5. This 
shows the distributions of spatial resolution 
for deprived and nondeprived Y-cells lo- 
cated within the binocular segment (upper) 
and within the monocular segment (lower). 
The difference between the spatial resolu- 
tion of deprived and nondeprived Y-cells 
are statistically significant in neither the 
binocular nor monocular segment (P > 0.10 
on a Mann-Whitney U test). 

Temporal contrast sensitivity 
X-CELLS. The temporal contrast sen- 
sitivity functions of three typical deprived 
X-cells are shown in Fig. 6A-C. As men- 
tioned earlier, these functions were gener- 
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FIG. 4. Spatial contrast. sensitivity functions of deprived Y-cells. A, B, C: spatial functions for three typical 
Y-cells in deprived laminae. The number with each function indicates the receptive-field eccentricity from area 
centralis. D : average functions for four deprived and for seven nondeprived Y-cells with receptive fields within 
20” of the area centralis. Open circles denote the average sensitivities for nondeprived Y-cells; filled circles, for 
deprived Y-cells. 
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ated using the spatial frequency to which the 
cell was most sensitive. As for nonde- 
prived X-cells, sensitivity systematically de- 
creased with increasing counterphase rates, 
and no low temporal frequency attenuation 
was seen. We found no effect of depriva- 
tion on the sensitivity of X-cells to any tem- 
poral frequency. This result is shown in 
Fig. 60, which shows complete overlap in 
the average temporal contrast sensitivity 
functions of the deprived and n ondeprived 
X-cells. These temporal functions were 
averaged from 14 deprived and 9 nonde- 
prived X-cells whose recepti .ve fields were 
located within 10” of the area centralis. 

Consequently, the temporal resolution of 
deprived X-cells also seemed normal. In 
Fig. 7, the mean temporal resolution (? 1 
standard error) is plotted as a function of 
retinal eccentricity for both deprived and 
nondeprived X-cells. Figure 8 illustrates the 
distributions of temporal resolution both for 
the entire neuronal population and for 
groups based on receptive-field eccen- 
tricity. There was no statistical difference 
in the temporal resolution between de- 
prived and nondeprived X-cells either at any 
eccentricity or for the entire population 
(P > 0.10 on a Mann-Whitney U test). 
Y-CELLS. There also seemed to be no ef- 
fect of deprivation on the temporal sen- 
sitivity of Y-cells. In Fig. 9A -C, three 
representative temporal contrast sensitivity 
functions from our sample of deprived Y- 
cells are shown. The shape of these func- 
tions appeared normal in that there was no 
attenuation in sens tivity to lower temporal 
frequencies and a syste matic de .crease in 
sensitivity to higher temporal frequencies. 
The average temporal functions, which are 
shown in Fig. 9D, reveal no marked differ- 
ence in sensitivity at any temporal frequency. 
These contrast sensitivity functions were 
averaged for four deprived and for six non- 
deprived Y-cells whose receptive fields 
were located within 20” of the area centralis. 

The temporal resolution for deprived Y- 
cells was also similar to that found for non- 
deprived Y-cells. This result is shown in 
Fig. 10, in which cell distributions of tem- 
poral resolution are shown for deprived and 
nondeprived Y-cells located within the 
binocular segment (upper) and monocular 
segment (lower) of the nucleus. 
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FIG. 5. Cell frequency distributions of spatial 
resolution for deprived and nondeprived Y-cells. The 
frequency distributions for deprived and nondeprived 
Y-cells with receptive fields in the binocular segment 
of visual field are shown in the upper part of figure. The 
frequency distributions for these cell groups with re- 
ceptive fields in the monocular segment of visual field 
are shown in the lower part. Open frequency histo- 
grams indicate the distributions for nondeprived Y- 
cells; crosshatched, for deprived Y-cells. 

Relationship between center size and 
spatial resolution 
X-CELLS. There was a correlation between 
size of the receptive-field center, as deter- 
mined by hand plotting (2 l), and the inverse 
of spatial resolution (expressed as degl 
cycle) of deprived X-cells. The correla- 
tion for deprived X-cells (Y = 0.41; P 
< 0.01) was similar to that observed for 
nondeprived X-cells (Y = 0.55; P < O.Ol), 
and the two correlations do not significantly 
differ (P > 0.10 on a 2 test). Nor did the 
slopes of the regression lines for normal 
and deprived X-cells statistically differ (P 
> 0.10 on an F test). However, the inter- 
cepts of these regression lines were sta- 
tistically different (P < 0.001 on an F test). 
Furthermore, hand plotting failed to reveal 
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FIG. 6. Temporal contrast sensitivity functions of deprived X-cells. A, B, C: temporal functions for three 
typical X-cells in deprived laminae. The number of each function indicates the receptive-field eccentricity from 
area centralis. D: average functions for 14 deprived and for 9 nondeprived X-cells with receptive fields within 
lo” of the area centralis. Open circles denote the average sensitivities for the nondeprived X-cells; filled circles, for 
the deprived X-cells. 

any difference in center sizes between 
deprived and nondeprived X-cells (P 
> 0.10 on a Mann-Whitney U test; see 
Ref. 33). In other words, deprived X-cells 
have normal center sizes even though, when 
compared to nondeprived X-cells, they dis- 
play poorer spatial resolution and a similar 
relationship between spatial resolution and 
center size. 

However, we were concerned about the 
relative imprecision of hand-plotting meth- 
ods since the receptive fields of X-cells are 
relatively small and tiny differences among 
receptive-field centers may not have been 
resolved. Therefore, for nine deprived X- 
cells, we adopted a different and more 
quantitative measure of center size based on 
area-response functions. These functions 
measured neuronal response as a function 
of the area of a flashing spot carefully 

centered on the receptive field, and the spot 
size that evoked the maximum discharge 
was taken as the center size. For details con- 
cerning this method, see the previous paper 
(21). We failed with this method, as well, 
to reveal any significant difference between 
center sizes of deprived and nondeprived 
X-cells (P > 0.10 on a Mann-Whitney U 
test). Nevertheless, the spatial resolution of 
the deprived X-cells in this sample was 
markedly lower than the nondeprived X- 
cells (P < 0.001 on a Mann-Whitney U test). 

A typical example of an area-response 
function of a deprived X-cell is shown in 
Fig. 11A. The striking feature of this area- 
response function is the relatively small 
response elicited by the cell to small spot 
sizes, and this was generally true for the 
deprived X-cells. This is further illustrated 
in Fig. 1 lB, in which averaged area-re- 
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sponse functions are shown for nine de- 
prived and nine nondeprived X-cells. De- 
prived X-cells tended to elicit a smaller 
response to spot sizes less than the size of 
the center of the receptive field. However, 
there were no consistent differences be- 
tween the responses of deprived and non- 
deprived X-cells to spot sizes larger than 
the center, since both groups exhibited 
response attenuation to larger spot sizes. 
Y-CELLS. There was a small correlation 
between center size estimated by hand plot- 
ting and the inverse of spatial resolution of 
deprived Y-cells. This correlation was 
similar to that observed for normal Y-cells. 
There was no difference in center sizes of 
deprived and nondeprived Y-cells (P > 0.10 
on a Mann-Whitney U test). We measured 
area-response functions for only three de- 
prived Y-cells in the binocular segment, 
since few could be located there (33). How- 
ever, each area-response function was in- 
distinguishable from the area-response 
functions of normal Y-cells (see previous 
paper, Ref. 2 1). 
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FIG. 7. Mean temporal resolution of deprived and 
nondeprived X-cells plotted as a function of receptive- 
field eccentricity from area centralis. The temporal 
resolutions were measured using a sine-wave grating 
of 0.6 contrast, at a spatial frequency for which the 
cell exhibited the lowest contrast threshold (see text for 
details). Bars indicate + 1 standard error of the mean. 
Filled circles denote means for nondeprived X-cells; 
open circles, for deprived X-cells. The number of cells 
in each group can be inferred from Fig. 8. 
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FIG. 8. Cell frequency distributions of temporal 
resolution for deprived and nondeprived X-cells. 
The frequency distributions for all retinal eccentricities 
are shown in the upper part of the figure. The fre- 
quency distributions for six different retinal-eccen- 
tricity groups are separately shown in the lower part of 
the figure. Open frequency histograms indicate 
distributions for nondeprived X-cells; crosshatched, 
for deprived X-cells. 

DISCUSSION 

Early lid suture affects the development 
of spatial and temporal sensitivity in genic- 
ulate X- and Y-cells in different ways. In 
this section of the paper, these effects are 
summarized and discussed; some theo- 
retical implications of these findings con- 
cerning development of X- and Y-cells are 
presented; and finally, the findings are com- 
pared with similar observations made in 
strabismic cats. 
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FIG. 9. Temporal contrast sensitivity functions of deprived Y-cells. A, B, C: temporal functions for three 
typical Y-cells in deprived laminae. The number with each function indicates the receptive-field eccentricity from 
area centralis. D: average functions for four deprived and six nondeprived Y-cells with receptive fields within 
20” of area centralis. Open circles denote the average sensitivities for nondeprived Y-cells; filled circles, for de- 
prived Y-cells. 

Physiological effects of deprivation 
on X-cells 

We have recently shown that monocular 
deprivation affects the development of X- 
cells (20). The present data extend this 
finding to show that rearing with lid suture 
impairs the sensitivity of X-cells only at 
higher spatial frequencies. At lower spatial 
frequencies, contrast sensitivity seems 
normal, although there may be a shift down- 
ward in the spatial frequency that evokes 
the lowest threshold response. This selec- 
tive deficit in spatial contrast sensitivity 
cannot be explained simply by the nature of 
the deprivation, since lid suture limits the 
transmission of all spatial frequencies dur- 
ing development (see footnote 2). That is, 
loss of high spatial frequency sensitivity is 
not due simply to ‘deprivation selectively 
eliminating high spatial frequencies. The 
loss of sensitivity to high spatial frequencies 

occurs for X-cells located throughout the 
nucleus, including those X-cells located in 
the monocular segment. This is in direct 
contradistinction to the effect deprivation 
has on Y-cells, and the theoretical implica- 
tions of this difference will be discussed in 
a subsequent section. 

Although there seems to be a loss in sen- 
sitivity to higher spatial frequencies, this 
deficit is not accompanied by an obvious 
change in the size of the center of deprived 
X-cells. Center sizes of these cells, es- 
timated either by hand plotting or by area- 
response functions, are indistinguishable 
from center sizes of normal X-cells. In ad- 
dition, the surround antagonism of the 
center response, as revealed by the area- 
response functions, is unchanged. One ob- 
servation that supports indirectly the con- 
trary notion that center sizes of deprived 
X-cells are slightly larger is the finding that 
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deprived X-cells seem to exhibit a peak sen- 
sitivity to lower spatial frequencies than do 
normal X-cells. This assumes, of course, 
that the spatial frequency that elicits the 
peak sensitivity and center size are closely 
related (see footnote 3 in previous paper, 
Ref. 2 1; see also Table 1 of Ref. 17). Never- 
theless, if there is a change in center size 
for deprived X-cells, it must be quite small 
since we were unable to detect one with 
more direct measures of center size. 

The major effect of deprivation on the 
area-response functions of X-cells observed 
in these experiments is to reduce the sen- 
sitivity of the center response to small flash- 
ing spots. Since the spot size needed to 
evoke a threshold response in these cells 
was abnormally large, it would seem that the 
spatial summation characteristics of the 
center were altered by deprivation. This 
also suggests that the spatial summation 
characteristics of the center are important 
for spatial acuity, and that the size of center 
is less directly related to spatial resolution. 
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FIG. 10. Cell frequency distributions of temporal 
resolutions for deprived and nondeprived Y-cells. The 
frequency distributions for deprived and nondeprived 
Y-cells with receptive fields in the binocular segment of 
visual field are shown in the upper part of the figure. 
The frequency distributions for these cell groups with 
receptive fields in the monocular segment of visual field 
are shown in the lower part. Open frequency histo- 
grams indicate distributions for nondeprived Y-cells; 
crosshatched, for deprived Y-cells. 
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FIG. 11. Area-response functions for deprived and 
nondeprived X-cells. These functions plot response 
magnitude (spikes/s) as a function of spot size (degrees 
of visual angle). A : area-response function measured 
for a deprived X-cell. B: area-response functions that 
have been averaged for nine nondeprived and for nine 
deprived X-cells. Open circles denote averages for the 
nondeprived X-cells; filled circles, for the deprived 
X-cells. 

Two observations support this notion. First, 
as already mentioned, deprived X-cells have 
a lower spatial resolution but have centers 
of roughly normal size. The second observa- 
tion is the disparity between the sizes of the 
center and of a bar of a grating the cell is able 
to resolve. On the average, the width of a 
bar of a grating at the highest spatial fre- 
quency to which the cell responds is more 
than 3 times smaller than the diameter of 
the center of a normal X-cell (see the pre- 
vious paper, Ref. 21). 

Unlike spatial sensitivity, the develop- 
ment of temporal sensitivity seems to be un- 
affected in deprived X-cells. The observa- 
tion of normal temporal contrast sensitivity 
functions for deprived X-cells in the present 
experiments extends an earlier observation 
that temporal resolution of X-cells is unaf- 
fected by deprivation (20). It is important 
to note, however, that the apparent tem- 
poral normality of deprived X-cells is de- 
pendent on selecting a spatial frequency for 
which a deprived cell exhibits maximum 
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contrast sensitivity. This spatial frequency 
for deprived X-cells tended to be lower 
than that for nondeprived X-cells (see 
above). If, for example, we had employed 
the same spatial frequency (i.e., 1 .O cycles/ 
deg) to measure the temporal contrast sen- 
sitivity of all cells, deprived X-cells on 
average would have exhibited a lower sen- 
sitivity at all temporal frequencies than 
would have nondeprived X-cells. 
Physiological effects of deprivation on 
Y-cells 

In these experiments, there were no ob- 
vious abnormalities in either the spatial or 
temporal contrast sensitivity functions of 
the few deprived Y-cells from which we 
were able to record. Furthermore, the few 
area-response functions we obtained from 
these cells also appeared normal. Although 
we were unable to uncover any effects of 
deprivation on any of these tests, other data 
indicate rather severe deprivation effects on 
geniculate Y-cells in the binocular segment, 
including their functional loss (5, 23-25, 
33, 34). From the present work, it appears 
that those Y-cells from which we were able 
to record appeared to have normal spatial 
and temporal sensitivities. 

Binocularly competitive and 
noncompetitive mechanisms of visual 
development: effects of deprivation on 
X- and Y-cells 

It has been suggested that during rear- 
ing with monocular lid suture, cells related 
to the closed eye are at a competitive dis- 
advantage and, consequently, cells related 
to the open eye dominate central visual 
pathways (6, 7, 31-34, 36). This hypo- 
thetical mechanism of development has 
been referred to as binocular competition. 
Binocularly noncompetitive forms of de- 
velopment are implicated if the deficits ob- 
served for a cell following monocular de- 
privation are attributed simply to the eye’s 
deprivation per se and not to any imbalance 
between central pathways related to each 
eye. These two hypothetical mechanisms of 
visual development can often be distin- 
guished in monocularly lid-sutured cats by 
comparing the abnormalities seen in the 
binocular and monocular segments of the 
nucleus (6, 7, 29, 32-34). If binocular com- 
petition alone controlled development, 

deprived cells only in the binocular seg- 
ment should suffer from the effects of dep- 
rivation. Deprived cells in the monocular 
segment, since they are exempt from bin- 
ocular competition, should escape the 
deleterious effects of being placed at a com- 
petitive disadvantage and would thus de- 
velop normally. If mechanisms unrelated to 
binocular competition operated, cells 
throughout the nucleus, including cells in 
the monocular segment, should be equally 
affected by the deprivation. The data from 
the present experiment implicate both types 
of developmental mechanisms, and this is 
shown schematically for both X- and Y- 
cells in Fig. 12. 

It has been previously reported that the 
effects of deprivation on Y-cells follows the 
rules of binocular competition (33, 34). The 
percentage of Y-cells in the binocular seg- 
ment of the deprived laminae is abnormally 
low, whereas the percentage of Y-cells in 
the monocular segment is normal. Since Y- 
cells in the deprived monocular segment 
have normal spatial and temporal sen- 
sitivity, binocular competition alone is suf- 
ficient to account for the development of 
Y-cells. The few surviving Y-cells in the 
deprived binocular segment might represent 
cells with projections to purely monocular 
cortical cells, which are occasionally seen 
in normal kittens and adult cats (9, 10, 28). 
For deprived X-cells, spatial resolution is 
reduced both in the binocular and monocu- 
lar segments. This suggests that a mech- 
anism unrelated to binocular competition 
significantly influences the development of 
X-cells, and no evidence is apparent for bin- 
ocular competition in X-cell development .3 

These different mechanisms of develop- 
ment may explain why the effect of depriva- 
tion seems more severe for Y-cells than it 
does for X-cells (see also below). Other 
explanations for the differences in the 

3 Although X-cells seem to develop without in- 
fluences of binocular competition, competitive mech- 
anisms involving other hypothetical interactions within 
deprived laminae (i.e., between deprived A- and C- 
laminae, between interneurons and relay cells, and 
many others) can also affect X-cell development. 
Whether or not X-cell development is completely unaf- 
fected by competitive mechanisms and dependent 
solely on afferent input activity cannot be addressed 
by our available data. 
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FIG. 12. Schematic summary diagram of effects of early lid suture on development of geniculate X- and Y- 
cells. Laminae A and Al and the binocular and monocular segments are labeled. This is drawn as if the lids of the 
right eye were sutured, so that left lamina A and right lamina Al (dashed outlines) are deprived. Normal X- and 
Y-cells are represented by filled symbols (stars and circles, respectively). Abnormal cells in deprived laminae are 
indicated by open symbols. Open stars indicate X-cells with reduced sensitivity to higher spatial frequencies. 
Small open circles represent the functionally lost (or unrecordable) Y-cells. The pattern of Y-cell deficits sug- 
gests a mechanism of binocular competition; that for X-cells, a deprivation mechanism not involving binocular 

*XCEU* 
.Y CELL 0 

interactions (see text). 

severity of the effect of lid suture on X- 
and Y-cells may be related to differences 
in the time courses of their developments. 
It has been reported recently that Y-cells 
develop later than do X-cells (2, 27). Since 
Y-cells mature later than X-cells, this places 
the Y-cell period of susceptibility at a time 
when these cells can be more dramatically 
influenced by the visual environment. 

Comparison of lid suture and 
esotropic strabismus 
X-CELLS. Ikeda and Wright (18) have re- 
cently reported t hat, in the lateral geniculate 
nucleus of cats raised with an esotropic 
strabismus, X-cells4 driven by the mis- 
aligned eye exhibit abnormally low spatial 
resolution. At lower spatial frequencies, the 
responses of these cells seem normal. These 
results closely parallel our findings for the 
spatial contrast sensitivity functions of de- 
prived geniculate X-cells in lid-sutured cats. 
However, an important difference is that, in 
strabismic cats, the loss of sensitivity to 
higher spatial frequencies occurs only for X- 
cells located in or near area centralis. In lid- 

4 Ikeda and Wright have classified geniculate cells 
mainly in terms of response dynamics and labeled 
cells accordingly as either sustained or transient cells. 
Sustained and transient ceils are assumed here to be X- 
and Y-cells respectively, since X-cells tend to have sus- 
tained responses, and Y-cells tend to have transient 
responses (19). 

sutured cats, lower spatial resolution was 
observed for X-cells located at all retinal 
eccentricities. 

This loss in X-cells of sensitivity at higher 
spatial frequencies has been attributed to 
the defocused images that result from the 
abnormal patterns of fixation and accom- 
modation adopted by the strabismic eye (14, 
15, 18). Ikeda and Wright suggest that, as 
a result, the contrast of the retinal image 
of the misaligned eye is attenuated (but for 
higher and not lower spatial frequencies). 
Only cells that normally develop sensitivity 
to these higher spatial frequencies are af- 
fected by this sort of deprivation, and they 
would be X-cells concentrated in the area 
centralis. These cells are inadequately 
stimulated by defocused images (15) and, as 
a consequence, their development of sen- 
sitivity to higher spatial frequencies is ar- 
rested. Defocused stimulation achieved by 
other means, such as paralysis of accom- 
modation or hypermetropia, have also been 
shown to arrest the normal development of 
sensitivity of a cell to higher spatial fre- 
quencies (3, 12). Since lid suture attenuates 
the contrast of all spatial frequencies in the 
retinal image, X-cells located both in 
peripheral, as well as central regions, are 
deprived of normal spatial stimulation. This 
sort of deprivation could account for the 
observation that deprived X-cells located at 
all retinal eccentricities have a lower spatial 
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resolution following lid-suture rearing. That 
is, X-cells with peripheral fields, which do 
not normally attain sensitivity to higher 
spatial frequencies, would receive normal 
spatial stimulation during moderate defocus 
but not during lid suture. 

The normal sensitivity of X-cells to low 
and moderate spatial frequencies in eso- 
tropic cats can also be attributed to the 
nature of the deprivation, since the contrast 
of lower spatial frequencies in the defocused 
retinal image is relatively unattenuated. 
Yet, even though X-cells during lid suture 
are deprived of low and moderate spatial 
frequency stimulation, they develop normal 
sensitivity to these spatial frequencies. This 
observation suggests that this sensitivity of 
X-cells cannot be modified by the environ- 
ment. Perhaps sensitivity to low and moder- 
ate spatial frequencies is already developed 
and fixed before the onset of the critical 
period. Indeed, it has been reported that the 
contrast sensitivity of X-cells to lower spa- 
tial frequencies is at adult levels at 3 wk of 
age (13). It follows, then, that the normal 
sensitivity at lower spatial frequencies ob- 
served for X-cells driven by the misaligned 
eye in strabismic cats is not completely due 
to the nature of the defocused stimulation, 
but rather, it may be a nonmodifiable 
property of the cell. 

The fact that normal sensitivity at lower 
spatial frequencies develops in X-cells fol- 
lowing lid suture also suggests that their 
failure to develop sensitivity at higher spa- 
tial frequencies during moderate defocus 
may be due to factors other than the at- 
tenuation of specific spatial frequencies in 
the retinal image. For instance, because X- 
cell sensitivity is normally attenuated at low 
spatial frequencies, lid suture and defocus 
(which permits only low spatial frequency 
stimulation) may both substantially reduce 
the general activity of developing X-cells. 
Their inactivity during the critical period 
may preclude further development. If it is 
assumed that the sensitivity of X-cells to 
lower spatial frequencies is already present 
at this time, then the effects of either de- 
focus or diffusion would be evident only 
at higher spatial frequencies. 

Another similarity between esotropic 
strabismus and lid suture is the lack of effect 
these rearing conditions have on the tem- 

poral sensitivity of X-cells. Ikeda and 
Wright (18) report that cells driven by the 
misaligned eye have normal temporal sen- 
sitivity as measured by critical flicker fu- 
sion. The temporal contrast sensitivity 
functions for deprived X-cells in lid-sutured 
cats also seem to be normal. 

This lack of effect of esotropic strabismus 
on temporal sensitivity may be accounted 
for in part by the nature of the depriva- 
tion, since temporal stimulation of the mis- 
aligned eye is unrestricted. However, in the 
lid-sutured cat, X-cells develop a normal 
temporal response, even though stimulation 
of the lid-sutured eye is temporally re- 
stricted. This finding does suggest that the 
development of temporal sensitivity of X- 
cells is insensitive to environmental modi- 
fications and, like the sensitivity of these 
cells to lower spatial frequencies, their 
temporal sensitivity may also be a fairly 
nonmodifiable neuronal property. 
Y-CELLS. Esotropic strabismus and lid su- 
ture have quite different effects on Y-cells. 
In esotropic cats, there seems to be no loss 
of normal Y-cells in the laminae related to 
the misaligned eye, whereas few normal 
geniculate Y-cells are found in the deprived 
binocular segment of lid-sutured cats. The 
absence of any effect of esotropia on Y-cells 
has been attributed to the fact that the 
response of these cells does not critically 
depend on the state of focus of the stimulus 
(15) and, as a consequence, the optical 
image quality in the misaligned eye’s retina 
is sufficient to allow normal activity and de- 
velopment of this cell type. That is, unlike 
X-cells, Y-cells are sensitive to low spa- 
tial frequencies that would not be attenuated 
during moderate defocus. Since lid suture 
attenuates all spatial frequencies in the 
retinal image, this condition may be insuf- 
ficient to stimulate the normal development 
of Y-cells. Accordingly, an effect on Y-cells 

5 In an evenly illuminated room, such as the rooms 
in which our cats were raised, the main source of tem- 
poral stimulation of receptive fields is the movement of 
spatial patterns across the retina. However, since a su- 
tured lid acts as a diffuser and attenuates all spatial 
frequencies, no such spatial patterns fall upon the 
retina. This source of temporal stimulation is thus pre- 
cluded by lid suture. Nonpatterned temporal frequency 
stimulation probably occurs rarely when shadows 
(from cage bars, etc.) fall intermittently across the lids. 
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following rearing with lid suture but not 
strabismus would be expected. 

However, any hypothesis based on the 
nature of the deprivation cannot alone ac- 
count for the observation that the Y-cells 
within the monocular segment are not af- 
fected by early lid suture. Rather, as has 
been previously suggested, Y-cell develop- 
ment seems to rely largely on competition 
between the pathways related to the two 
eyes (33, 34). The main reason for the ab- 
sence of any effect of esotropic strabismus 
on Y-cells may be the failure of this rear- 
ing condition to establish a competitive im- 
balance in visual activity between Y-cells 
related to each eye. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the preceding paper (21), we suggested 
that Y-cells were implicated in the proc- 
essing of low spatial frequencies, which are 
essential to spatial pattern vision. This con- 
clusion stems from the sensitivity attenua- 
tion seen in X-cells but not Y-cells to low 
spatial frequencies. It might thus be pos- 
sible to account for the severe amblyopia in 
lid-sutured cats (see Refs. 4,30) on the basis 
of the functional loss of geniculate Y-cells. 
We know, for example, that the psycho- 
physically derived spatial contrast sen- 
sitivity functions for monocularly sutured 
cats while using the deprived eye indicate 
severe visual losses for low spatial fre- 
quencies, losses that are at least as great 
as those for high frequencies (22). It is un- 
likely that severe amblyopia can result from 
selective deprivation effects on X-cells, as 
has been recently suggested (16), for two 
reasons: a) normal Y-cell development 
should provide sensitivity to low and 
moderate spatial frequencies for useful spa- 
tial pattern vision; and b) lesions of area 17 
in normal cats, which effectively eliminate 
the X pathways without damage to much 
of the Y pathways, result in only relatively 
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